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POWDERED VEHICLE WASH
DESCRIPTION:
A highly etfective, powdered detergent formulated to etficiently remove a wide range of soils including;
road film from automobiles, trucks, trailers, buses and cars;carbon depositsfrom truck exhausts on trailer
fronts and sides and bug residue from vehicle fronts. As well it can be used to remove many of the more
stubborn grease and oil deposits on engines, transmissions, undercarriages and oilleaks from leaky
hydraulic lines. "Eliminator Powdered Vehicle Wash'- When mixed at the proper ratio and applied in
accordance with the directions will remove mosi soils without the need for brushing.

Due to the wide variance of water conditions, it is difficult to formulate a single product that will perform
equally well in all applications Excalibur Eliminator contains a synergistic blend of alkaline builders and
detergents which dilute with water to produce a versatile cleaning solution. Tough road film deposits are
removed without the use of caustic or solvents. Excalibur Eliminator exhibits exceptional rinsing and
leaves the vehicle surface spotless. In addition to being and excellent "brushless" detergent through
pressure wash equipment, Excalibur Eliminator works equally well as a brush wash through automatic or
manual wash eouiDment.

When used through pressure equipment, it is recommended to work with units thatcan produce a minimum
ol800 lbs pressure tor the rinse cycle. Best cl€aning will be obtain€d when det€rgent and rinse are both
applied at high pressures howev€r, low pressure detergent application followed by adequate penetration
time and a high pressure rinse will normally produce excellent results. When hot water is used, it should
be possible to reduce the concentration of the cleaner to one half or one third of the level required with
cold water.

Excalibur Eliminator offers the following advantages:
CONCENTRATED POWDER - contains no fillers, Product is 100% active

RAPID DISSOLVING - no insoluble residue or lumps to plug equipment

CHELATED - produces good cleaning and rinsing even under hard water conditions

NON-CAUSTIC - efiective cleaning without the use of caustic ingredients which can produce psrmanent
and damaging etfects on paint or skin

FREE RINSING - detergent residue is rapidly and freely rinsed away even when only a minimum clear
water rinse is available.
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